The relatively healthy invasion of medical history by English literature scholars continues unabated. Sharon Ruston\'s placing of Shelley\'s writings square in the Abernethy/Lawrence debate is an eye-opening contribution to this movement. Keats\'s association with medicine (unfortunately the victim of some scholarly ill treatment) is well known. It was a revelation to me that Shelley had decided to become a surgeon and that between 1811--14 he moved within the St Bartholomew\'s medical community. That Shelley had an interest in science has long been recognized. Before 1811, Shelley had been at Oxford (from where he was expelled). In his rooms at the University he had an array of devices including an electrical machine, an air pump and a microscope. Shelley\'s life-long reading in medical matters has usually been put down to his concerns about his own health. Ruston\'s achievement is to show how deeply Shelley was interested in vitality questions for poetical and political reasons besides the more mundane one of obtaining a surgical education. Shelley turned to medicine after leaving Oxford. In London, he moved in with his cousin, John Grove, a surgeon, and reported "\[I am\] firm in my resolve to study surgery" (p. 77). Over a period of about a year Shelley attended John Abernethy\'s anatomy class where William Lawrence was demonstrator. As is familiar to historians of science, in 1817 an acrimonious debate broke out between Abernethy and Lawrence, ostensibly about the nature of life. It was quite apparent to all, however, that the real issues were deep political and religious questions. Lawrence was soon perceived by the conservative establishment to be a subversive, Francophile atheist. Not surprisingly, the radical young Shelley warmed to Lawrence\'s views. The aspiring poet and the surgeon got to know each other partly through William Godwin, whom Shelley met in 1812. Not surprisingly too Shelley immersed himself deeply in Humphry Davy\'s chemical writings. Although it is not the point of her volume, Ruston\'s text makes clear how Davy was one of the creators of something, chemistry, whose purpose in his own hands was quite alien to its modern descendent. Chemistry was not a demarcated discipline for Davy (or, perhaps, not for the younger Davy) but one means to investigate life, mind, matter and God (why else did he inhale nitrous oxide?). It is idle but interesting to speculate whether like Lawrence, Coleridge and Davy, Shelley would have become a conservative had he lived to old age.

Ruston\'s first three chapters use the Abernethy/Lawrence debate as a nucleus on which to build a detailed account of Shelley\'s shifting views and his musings on life and Life. The secondary literature in the history of science on the debate is very sophisticated and Ruston, thankfully, has used it to full effect showing how controversies about vitality in this period were part of the common context and not confined within disciplinary boundaries. Her following chapters are detailed exegeses of Shelley\'s poems, notably *Prometheus unbound*. Quite rightly she notes that Shelley\'s use of words such as "powers" and "excite" are "evocative" of the vitality debate (p. 105). That Shelley\'s poems are permeated at some level by the vitality issue seems indisputable and that specific references can be identified is also beyond question. But the literary purist will find Ruston destroying her case by embarrassing over-reading. To say that when Shelley writes of "all sustaining air" or the "sweet air that sustained me" he is "responding to the work of scientists" is bathos indeed. Can Shelley\'s reference to "life-blood" have been written "as though in agreement with Hunter\'s theory of the blood as the vital principle" (p. 118)? What\'s Hunter to him (or he to Hunter)? This smacks too much of a mirror image of that genre in which doctors found medical insights in works of literary genius (I never did discover what Hamlet\'s madness *really* was).
